Easy to Operate

User friendly control panel that feels intuitive to operate, even with gloved or
wet fingers. No mechanical knobs or dials to break off. The Vision™ Touch
combi features MyVision– a customizable display panel that provides
everything you need on the main menu and is easier to use than your
smartphone.

Triple-Pane, Cool to the Touch, Curved Glass Door

The Vision™ combi doors are made standard with three seperate layers of
glass for the best insulation possible and a 2-step safety handle which helps
prevent accidental burns from steam when opening the door. The curved
glass exterior provides visual access from anywhere in the kitchen.

Active Humidity Control

Active humidity control precisely measures and regulates the steam in the
cooking chamber and creates the ideal environment for superb results.

Boiler-less Steam Injection System

Our system maximizes energy and water efficiency. The Vision™ combi
features our advanced steam injection system with a built-in heat exchanger
to preheat incoming water, and a reversing air dispersal fan to perfect
steam cooking results and lower water costs.

BUILT TO LAST!

304 Stainless Steel exterior and interior cavity. Special surface treatment on
interior chamber offers significant protection from dirt and undesirable
substances. Special thick insulation around cooking chamber ensures rapid
heat up and recovery, while minimizing energy usage and helping to keep
kitchen cooler.

Active Cleaning System

Easy to use, automatic cleaning system featuring 5 cleaning levels that using
higly effective, low-cost chemicals for a sparkling clean that will take the hard
work out of cleaning your combi at the end of the day.

Automatic Cool-Down

Initiated whenever a cleaning cycle is started. Other ovens require
the operator to open the door and cool down manually.

Automatic Capacity Manager

A self regulating feature the senses the load and temperature drop, and
accomodates by starting the cook cycle once the correct oven temperature
is reached.

Easy to Access Service Panel & Advanced Diagnostics
Front hinged service panel provides quick and easy access. Enables quick
unit check up, troubleshooting, and HACCP records.

Lifetime Service and Support
(800) 210-5907 • accutemp.net

Available 7 days a week, from 7AM to 7PM EST, to help our customers
resolve any issues that might arise in the shortest time possible.
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